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ABSTRACT 
Root locus analysis/synthesis is an extremely powerful 
tool used in classical control system design. Its results can 
be used to check stability, speed of response, and system 
damping. However, the solutions to root locus problems can be 
extremely difficult to obtain in digital control systems because 
the poles are in close proximity. Optimized algorithms will 
be presented which circumvent this problem and allow for fast, 
accurate z-plane root locus plots. Prompting for data entry, 
minimum memory in-place computations, and very little processing 
requirements yield an easy to use, highly efficient program. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The root locus problem consists of determining the loci 
of · the closed-loop system poles in the complex z-plane as a 
function of the open-loop gain, k, where the system model is 
shown in Figure 1. In practical digital control systems with 
high sample rates, the closed-loop poles are located in the 
neighborhood of z = 1, making them difficult to isolate. This 
difficulty may be overcome by mapping the z-plane into a pseudo 
"s-plane" (thus expanding the roots), solving for the 
closed-loop poles in the pseudo s-plane, and then performing 
a high precision translation back to the original z-plane. 
+ 
R( z) t---~ G ( z) t----------1 .... C ( z) 
___ __. H ( z) ......, __ ___, 
Fig. 1 Closed-Loop Digital Control System Model. 
The closed-loop transfer function in z is given by 
C(z) G(z} N(z) 
T ( z) = = = ------- [ 1] 
R ( z) 1 + G(z)H{z) D(z) + kN(z) 
2 
or, 
k mtlilbmzrn N ( z) 
T ( z) = = [2] 
N M P ( z) 
L a zn + k Lb zm n m 
n=0 m=0 
with 
k m~ebmzm 
G( z} = [3] 
N 
n~0anzn 
where H = 1 (without loss of generality} and P(z) is the 
characteristic equation, with the roots of P(z) yielding the 
closed-loop poles. Thus, the problem is to determine the locus 
of the roots of P(z) as the open-loop gain is varied from zero 
to infinity. 
The closed-loop transfer function may be expressed as 
M 
N ( z) k m~0bmzm 
T ( Z) = = [ 41 
P ( z) n~lilcnzn 
where it is assumed that N ~ M, a requirement for the transfer 
function to be physically realizable, if G(z) is derived from 
a "sample~ G(s) model", i.e., which is not the case for root 
contour problems. The condition of physical realizability 
3 
implies that the present output is a function of present inputs 
and past history only, that is, the system is causal. This 
requirement can be seen by first expressing the transfer 
function T(z) as a ratio of two polynomials in z 
••• 
T ( z) [5] 
= c zh + c zn-1 + 
n n-1 ... 
and then expanding T(z) in a power series in -1 z • The 
coefficients of _ the power series represent the output of the 
system at the sampling instants for a pulse input, that is, 
F(z) = f(0) + f(T) z-1 + ••• + f(kT) z-k + ••.• [6] 
The power series expansion of T(z) must not contain any positive 
exponents in z, since a positive power in z indicates that the 
output precedes the input. To illustrate this, recall, from the 
definition of the z-transform, 
ro 
F(z) = L f(nT)z-n 
n=0 
[7] 
and consider the z-transform of f(t+kT), where k is a positive 
integer. 
ro 
Z{f(t+kT)} = L f(nT+kT)z-n 
n=0 
co 
= zk L f(nT+kT)z-(n+k) 
n=0 
[ 81 
[9] 
Next let rn = n + k 
Cl) 
Z{f(t+kT)} = zk L f(mT)z-m 
rn=k 
Cl) k-1 
= zk[ L f(mT)z-m - L f(rnT)z-rn] 
m=0 rn=0 
k-1 
= zkF(z) - zk L f(mT)z-rn 
rn=0 · 
4 
[ 101 
[ 111 
[ 12] 
Thus, any positive exponent in a power series in z yields an 
output that is advanced in time. For the case of a transfer 
function (with M > N) this would imply that an output would be 
present at time t < 0, indicating a non-causal system. Note, 
however, that the program can handle M > N by using an = 0 for 
N < n ~ M, i.e., root contour problems are accommodated. 
For digital systems with high sampling rates, the poles 
of the closed-loop transfer function are located in the 
neighborhood of z = 1. This can be shown by first assuming an 
analog transfer function T(s) for the ·system, where 
T(s) = 
M 
II {s - rm) 
rn=l 
N 
II (s - Pn> 
n=l 
[13] 
and then approximating it with an equivalent digital transfer 
function T(z). Since 
z == esT [ 14] 
5 
z may be written in terms of a Taylor series expansion as 
follows, 
(sT} 2 
Z = 1 +ST+ + ••• [ 15] 
21 
For high sampling rates, the sample period will be very small, 
which implies 
fsTI << 1 or for s = jw, w<< [16] 
2 7T 
and the Taylor series may be approximated by the first two terms 
yielding 
or 
z =: 1 + ST 
1 
s :::-(z - l} 
T 
[17] 
[ 18] 
Substituting this approximation for s into the analog system 
transfer function, it follows that 
T ( z} = 
M 1 TI [-
1
(z - l} - rm] 
rn=l T 
N 1 Il [-(z - l} - Pn1 
n=l T 
[ 19] 
6 
M II cz - l - Tr ) 
m=l rn 
T ( z) = [20] 
N TI cz - 1 - Tpn) 
n=l 
From equation [20] it can be seen that the poles of T(z) will 
lie in the neighborhood of z = l as the sampling period 
approaches zero. 
CHAPTER II 
z-PLANE TO PSEUDO s-PLANE MAPPING 
The problems associated with finding the system poles when 
they are in close proximity may be eliminated by using the 
following transformation, 
z = (21] 
which maps the interior of the unit circle of the z-plane into 
the left-half pseudo s-plane (sp-plane). This is shown by 
solving equation [21] for sp, that is 
where 
z - 1 
s = p 
z + 1 
sp = crp + jw 
z = x + jy 
Substituting the above expressions into equation 
(x 
- 1 + jy) (x + 1 - jy) 
Sp = 0-p + jw = (x + 1 + jy) (x + 1 - jy) 
x2 + y2 
- 1 + j ( 2y) 
= 
(¥ + 1)2 + y2 
Equating the real terms in equation [26] yields 
7 
(22] 
[ 22] 
[23] 
[24] 
leads to 
[ 25] 
[26] 
0: = p 
x2 + y2 - 1 
(x + 1)2 + y2 
which implies 
0-p < 0 if x2 + y2 
crp = 0 if x2 + y2 
0-p > 0 if x2 + y2 
Therefore the interior 
8 
(27] 
< 1 (or I z I < 1) [ 2 8) 
= 1 (or I z I = 1) [29] 
> 1 (or I z I > 1) [ 3 0] 
of the unit circle in the z-plane has 
been mapped onto the. left half sp-plane, as shown in Figure 2. 
z-plane 
jy jw 
lzl = 1 
z - 1 
s = p 
z + 1 
Fig 2. z-plane ~o s-plane mapping. 
Since the unit circle in the z-plane has been mapped onto the 
entire imaginary axis of the sp-plane, any z-plane poles will 
be located farther apart in the sp-plane, due to this highly 
nonlinear mapping -between the two complex planes. 
Using equation [21] to perform the translation from the 
9 
or 
[ 32] 
The roots of the denominator of equation [32] are of interest 
since they will be used to obtain the closed-loop poles in the 
z-plane via a high precision translation from the pseudo s-plane 
back to the z-plane. Writing just the denominator of equation 
[ 32] , 
[ 33] 
1 + s 
= (1 - s )NP( p) 
p 1 - Sp [ 3 4] 
The foll~wing algorithms for obtaining D(sp) represent efficient 
computer algorithms that are fast and require a minimum of 
overhead memory.I Consider the following definitions for D(sp): 
1 + Sp 
D(sp) = (1 - s )NP( 
- s ) p 1 p 
E (Sp) = P(sp + 1) 
F (Sp) = sNE ( l/sp) 
G(sp) = F(sp - 1/2) 
I 
J (Sp) = sNG(l/sp) 
The above algorithms may be verified by showing that 
1 + Sp 
D(sp) = (1 - sp)NP(l - Sp) 
[ 35) 
[36] 
[37] 
[38] 
[ 39] 
[ 40] 
10 
with the application of transformations [36] through [39]. 
1 
= (2s )NG(-) 
P 2sp 
1 1 
= (2s )NF{-- - -) 
p 2s 2 p 
1 + Sp 
= (1 - sp)NP{l s ) 
p 
Therefore the transformations are consistent. 
[41] 
[42] 
[43] 
[ 44] 
[45] 
[46] 
Implementation of the algorithm for obtaining D{sp) 
consists of the following steps: 
(1) Translate the original P(z) one unit to 
the left 
(2) Reverse the order of the coefficients. 
(3) Shift 1/2 unit to the right. (As in 1) 
(4) Revers~ the order of the coefficients. 
(5) Finally, multiply the nth coefficient 
by 2n. 
The polynomial translations required in applying 
11 
transformations [36] and [38) (steps 1 and 3 above) can be 
accomplished by a series of long divisions as will be 
demonstrated next. Starting with the polynomial 
N 
P(s) = L ansn 
n=0 
divide P (s) by s +a, giving 
P ( s) = ( s + a) P1 ( s) + Re 
[47] 
[ 48] 
where P1 (s) is the quotient polynomial of degree N-1 and Re is 
the remainder. Continue by dividing P(s) bys +a, 
P(s) = (s +a) [(s +a )P2 (s) + R1 J + R0 
and repeating until PN(s) = 1 yields 
N 
P ( s) = L Rn ( s + a ) n 
n=0 
Replacing s with s - a, equation [50] becomes 
N 
P ( s - a ) = L Rn s n 
n=0 
[ 49] 
[5e] 
[51] 
To determine each of the remainder terms required in equation 
[51], it will - be necessary to find the coefficients of the 
remainders of the quotient polynomials obtained on successively 
dividing P ( s) by s +a • From equation [ 48] , 
P(-a) = Re [521 
which may be evaluated using nested multiplication. Subsequent 
remainder terms can be found in a similar fashion using the 
quotient po.lynomials which are obtained when P(-a) is evaluated 
using nested multiplication. To develop the algorithm for 
12 
evaluating polynomials using 
the Nth degree polynomial 
P(s) = aNsN + aN-lsN-1 
evaluated at s =a: 
nested multiplication, consider 
P(a) = aNaN + aN-laN-1 + ••• + a0 
which can be written as 
[53] 
[ 5 4] 
[55] 
Using long division, divide the original polynomial P(s) by the 
factor s - a,giving a reduced polynomial q(s) of degree N-1 and 
a remainder b 0 , which is constant. 
P { s) b 0 
= q(s) + [56] 
s - a . s - a 
Rearranging yields 
P(s) = (bNSN-l + bN-lsN-2 + ••• + b1) (s - a) +be [57] 
where the quotient polynomial q{s) has been replaced with 
q{s) = bNsN-1 + bN-lsN-2 + ••• +bl (58] 
As seen from equation [57], all that must be done to evaluate 
P(s) at s =a is to determine b0 o Multiplying out equation [56] 
and collecting terms in like powers of s gives: 
P(s) = (b 0 - b 1a) + (b1 - b 2a)s 
+ ••• + (b~-l - bNa)sN-l + bNsN [59] 
Comparing equations 1 (53] and (59] leads to the following 
algorithm for generating the quotient polynomial q(s) and the 
remainder b~: 
13 
bN = aN [60a] 
bn = abn+l +an, n = N-l,N-2, ••• ,2,1,0 [60b] 
Looking at the equation for evaluating a polynomial using nested 
multiplication and those for long division of a polynomial 
(specifically equations [55] and [60], respectively) note that 
the successive terms are formed in exactly the same manner, 
which means that long division and nested multiplication are 
two names for the same thing~ Thus equation [60] may be used 
to find both P(-a) and the coefficients of the quotient 
polynomial obtained on dividing P(s) bys -a. 
CHAPTER III 
MULLER'S METHOD 
Muller's rnethod 213 will be used to solve for the roots 
of D(sp>• This method is iterative, requires only one function 
evaluation per iteration, exhibits nearly quadratic convergence, 
and obtains both real and complex roots even if the starting 
values are real. Muller's method is a direct extension of the 
secant method, in which linear interpolation is used to obtain 
the next approximation to the root. In Muller's method, the 
next approximation to the root is found as a zero of the 
parabola which passes through the points 
where 
[xi,f(xi)] 
[xi-l'f(xi-1>1 
[xi-2 1 f(xi-2ll 
f(x) = aNxN + aN-lxN-l + •·· + ae = 0 
is the equation to be solved. 
14 
[ 6la] 
[6lb] 
[6lc] 
[ 62] 
x. 2 1-
Fig. 3 
f (x) 
x. 1 1-
Muller's Method 
The interpolating polynomial will yield a quadratic, 
15 
P(x) = Ax 2 + Bx + C [63] 
whose curve satisfies the conditions given in (61]. A more 
convenient representation of this quadratic is obtained by 
replacing x by xi+(x-xi) in equation (63], resulting in 
p ( x) = A I ( x - xi) 2 -+ BI ( x - xi) + c I 
where 
A I = A 
B' = B + 2Axi 
C' = C + Bxi + Axi 
[ 6 4] 
[ 6 5] 
[66] 
[ 671 
Since the coefficients A', B', and C' must satisfy the 
conditions given in {61], we have 
f (xi-2) = A'd2 2 + B'd 2 + CI [ 6 Ba] 
f (xi-1) = A'd 2 1 + 1B'dl + CI [ 6 Bb] 
f (xi) = C' [ 6 Sc] 
where 
di = xi-1 - xi 
d2 = xi-2 - xi 
Solving equation [68] for A', B', and C' ydelds 
A' = 
d1~f2 - d2M1 
d1d2(d2 - d1) 
d2Af 1 - d1~f2) 
B' = 
d1d2(d2 - d1) 
C' = f (xi) 
where, for convenience, 
~fl = f (xi-1> - f (xi) 
~f2 = f (xi-2> - f (xi) 
16 
[ 6 9] 
[ 7 0] 
[71) 
[ 7 2) 
[7 3] 
[ 7 4] 
[75] 
Having determined A', B', and c•, the next step is to determine 
xi+l so th~t P(xi+l> = e. This will require solving the 
quadratic equation 
P(xi+l) = A'(xi+l - xi) 2 + B'(xi+l - xi) + C' = e [76] 
Therefore, any zero xi+l satisfies 
-2C I 
BI ± '\/BI 2 - 4A I c I 
[ 77] 
according to one version of the quadratic formula. The sign 
in the denominator of equation [77] is chosen so that the 
denominator will be as large in magnitude as possible. This 
ensures that xi+l is the root which is closer to xi. The root 
is accepted when either one of the following criteria has been 
satisfied: 
(1) 
or 
lxil - lxi+ll 
< 
lxil 
17 
[ 7 8] 
[ 791 
As each root is found, the next zero is found by working with 
the def lated function 
f (x) 
fd(x) = [801 
(x - r 1 ) {x - r 2 ) ••• (x - rm) 
where m zeros r 1 , r 2 , ••• ,rm have already been found. Long 
division may be used to find the deflated polynomials, but there 
is another way which avoids finding these polynomials 
explicitly. In the neighborhood of a root rn, the value of the 
def lated polynomial may be approximated as 
[81] 
Thus, the original polynomial may be used to find all zeros of 
the function, instead of using the deflated polynomials. By 
starting the iterations at the origin, the routine will 
generally find zeros in order of increasing magnitude, thus 
minimizing round off error growth in finding subsequent zeros. 
Implementation of the preceeding algorithms requires the 
evaluation of polynomial forms 
[ 82] 
18 
with complex arguments. 4 In order to evaluate P(s) at s =er 
+ jw, first consider the following definitions for a and /3: 
s 2 + as + f3 = (s - er - jw) (s - CT + jw) 
which implies 
a= -20-
{3 = a2 + w2 
[83] 
[ 84] 
[85] 
If the P(s) polynomial in [82] is divided by s 2 + as + {3 as 
indicated, 
P ( s} 
=------- [86] 
s 2 + as + {3 s 2 + as + f3 
the result would be a polynomial of degree N-2 plus a remainder 
as shown below: 
P (s) N-2 R1 s + Re L c sn + -
s2 s2 {3 . n {3 + as + n=0 + as + 
N-2 -1 
= L cnsn + L C Sn n 
n=0 n=-co 
Evaluating P(s) at s = <r+ jw using equation [87] 
N-2 
[ 87] 
[ 88] 
P(CT + jw) = [(s2 +as +f3)L cnsn + R1 s + R0 ] 6 =er+ jw[89] 
n=0 
Since P(CT + jw) was defined (in equption [83]) to be a root of 
s2 +as +{3, equation [89] reduces to 
P(CT + jw) = Re + O'R1 + jwR1 [90] 
Thus the problem reduces to finding R0 and R1 • From equations 
[ 87] and [ 8 8] , 
19 
-1 
R1 s + R0 = (s 2 + as + {3) }: cnsn [91) 
n=-ro 
The right-hand side of equation [91] can be expanded to obtain 
R1 s + R 0 = Cs
2 +as + {3) (c_1s-1 + c_2s-2 + ••• ) [92] 
Equating coefficients in equation [92] implies 
R1 = c_l 
R0 = c_2 + ac_1 
[93) 
[ 94) 
To determine c_1 and c_2 equate equations [82] and [88] yielding 
N N-2 
P(s) = L ansn = (s 2 +as +{3) L cnsn 
n=0 n=-ro 
[95] 
Letting m = n + 2 implies 
N-1 
~ a c sm + 
" m-1 [96] m=-ro 
N 
= L (cn-2 + acn-1 + f3cn)sn [97] 
n=- ro 
since cN = cN-l = e. And from equation [97] one can see that 
or 
cn-2 = an - acn-1 - f3cn 
where n = N,N-1, ••• 2,1,0 
[ 98] 
[ 99] 
Thus c_1 and c_2 are obtained by iteratively evaluating [99] I 
in the order indicated. The following algorithm for evaluating 
P(s) has emerged: 
(1) From s = er+ jw evaluate 
a = -2CT 
~ = a2- + w2 
(2) Iteritively evaluate the en terms in 
equation [99] until c_1 and c_2 are 
obtained. 
(3) Finally, recall 
20 
[ 100] 
[101) 
P(o- + jw) = c_2 + ac_1 + ac_1 + jwc_1 [102] 
or, simplifying using equation [99], 
P ( o- + j w) = a 0 - ~ c 0 + a-c _ 1 + j wc _ 1 [ 10 3] 
CHAP'rER IV 
PSEUDO s-PLANE TO z-PLANE TRANSLATION 
To return back to the original z-plane, recall the 
original transformation from equation [ 211 ' 
1 + Sp 
z = [ 104] 1 - s p 
Letting 
Sp = er+ jw [ 106] 
implies 
(1 + oJ + jw 
z = [ 107] (1 Ci) + jw 
or, 
1 - a2 - w2 2w 
z = + j [ 108] 
1 + a2 + w2 - 2o- 1 + a2- + w2 - 2o-
Equation [108] can be used to perform a high precision 
·translation from the pseudo s-plane back into the original 
z-plane. 
21 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Using the z-plane to sp-plane transformation discussed 
in Chapter II, finding the roots of the characteristic equation 
in the pseudo s-plane via Muller's method, and then performing 
a high precision translation back to the z-plane yield an 
accurate algorithm for finding roots of polynomials in close 
proximity. The program is fast since it simply "walks" along 
the root locus after the initial roots are found, using the 
previous roots as initial guesses for the roots of the new 
characteristic equation, which is determined after the open-loop 
gain has been incremented. A complete listing of the BASIC 
program and output listing for a typical example can be found 
' in the Appendix. The root finding algorithm works on multiple 
prder roots, although convergence is slower and it is difficult 
to obtain good accuracy for most fourth and higher order roots. 
22 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained by the algorithm presented were in 
the order of single precision arithmetic, which solves the 
"close-proximity problem" of z-plane root locus plotting. The 
program is efficient, uses a minimum of overhead memory, and 
overcomes the problems of isolating poles in close proximity 
by expanding them in the pseudo s-plane. One modification that 
should be made to the program in order to speed up execution 
time is to have it switch to Newton's method after the initial 
roots have been found by Muller's method. Fast convergence will 
be assured since the program "walks" along the root locus. If 
Newton's method should fail to converge (at a breakaway point, 
for example) the program can always switch back to Muller's 
method. Other extensions to the program would be to include 
stability analysis and transient response plots. More 
flexibility in the output format would also be desirable. 
23 
APPENDIX 
The following computer listing is a complete listing of 
Te k +v-o 0\. ~c $' 
the BASIC program which implements the algorithms described 
earlier. 
10 F:EM SET UP PLOTTEn 
20 DI SP II DO YOU LlJANT TO DF~Pj~lJ P: XES ( y /N) II; I~' I l\iF'UT DF:~~ 
30 IF DF:·$= 11 1\1 11 THEN 290 
40 XMIN=-2 @ MXAX=2 
~10 DI SP II DD 'r'OU llJ(.:~NT TO CHP1NGE PLOTTEP SCALE ( y /N) !I; 
60 INPUT SC-$ 
7C1 IF ~)C$= II l\l 11 THEI\~ 100 
80 Dif3P ' 1 F'LOT IS SYMMETRIC!' ENTEG: MIN~ MAX II 
90 INPUT XMIN,XMAX 
100 PLOTTER IS 605 
110 FXD 1 
120 LOCATE 10,90,10,90 
l 3 0 SC ALE X M I i\I , X MA >< , X M I !··J , X M f~ X 
140 LAXES .. 1, • 1 ~ 0, C•, 5, 5 
l 50 MD'·JE 0, :·2. 1 
160 LOl-~:G 4 
1. 70 LABEL II Il'•i ( z) II 
1 8 0 M 0 1·J E 0 , 2 • 4 
:ion LABEL "Z PLANE F:OOT LOCUS PLOT I! 
2 0 0 M 0 '·) E 2 • 1 , 0 
::~ 1 0 UJF:L3 2 
2 2 0 LABEL II FE ( z ) II 
:~30 F:EM DF:P1liJ UN IT CI F:CLE 
240 FOF;;: T=O TD 2. 1 *PI STEP F' l /20 
2 5 0 X = C 0 S \ T ) (f1 Y = S I N ( T ) 
260 PLDT X !' Y 
270 NEXT T 
280 PEN 2 
" ..... ·. C," ,.-_.·, D I " 1 .'\ ' r·i ,.-\ ~ F'• 7 E F' 0 s· { ,... .. , i") ) . ...,,, 7 Eh'(]~ i' '/ n \ Hr .. 1 { '~,i () ) 
r" J ,., H 1\...:,:. ..... l ~ \ ._ "' I , ...:..... ... , ~ r, •- .. " . ._, .. .._ - / ~ .. - - · 
300 FOF;: I =O TO 20 
310 A(l)=O 
320 F~ZEF:OS (I) =O 
330 X ZEFWS ( 1) =1.) 
340 NE>:T I . 
350 REM INPUT DATA 
:::::60 :0 I SF' ll DF:DEF< OF NLl!"°IEFUYTCH;: ~ l\J ( z ) • = II ~ t:f' I 1--ff·UT M 
24 
370 FOR J=O TO M STEP 1 
3 8 0 D I s F' 11 B ( II ; \J ;: II ) = f I ; l:f1 I l"--J F' u T B ( J ) 
3'70 NEXT 1J 
400 DI SP 11 rn:;:DER DF DENOM r NATDF:.. D ( z > ~ ·-- "; ,~, 1 l\ IPUT N 
410 FOR J=O TO N STEP 1 . . 
4 2 0 D I s F' 11 Pi ( II ; J ; II ) = 11 ; l:f' I Np u T A 1 ( J ) 
4 :30 l\IEXT J 
4 4 0 D I s F 11 s T j~ F: T I NG G P1 I N ~ k ~ = f I ; I~' I Np u T ~< 
450 DI SF' f f DEL TP1 k = If; I~' INF'UT Di< 
460 DI SP 11 k FI !"iAL == lf; 1~1 INPUT KF 
470 REM DETERMINE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
480 FOR J=O TO M STEP 1 
490 A=Al(J) 
500 A (J) =A+K;t:B (J ) · 
!:j10 NEXT J" 
52() 
53(> 
540 
c:· c::- .-l 
.._.I ...J '·-· 
560 
570 
580 
590 
FOR \J=M+l TO N 
A ( J) =A 1 ( J) 
NEXT J 
KK=N-· 1 
REM TRANSLATE ONE UNIT LEFT 
FOR J=O TD ~<f< STEP 1 
FOR I=Kk TO J STEP -1 
A ( I ) =A C I ) + /~ ( I + 1 ) 
NEXT I 
610 NEXT J 
620 REM REVERSE COEFF ORDER~ SHIFT RIGHT 
630 FOR J=O TO KK STEP 1 
640 FOR I=KK TO J STEP -1 
650 L=N-I 
660 Ai'.L)=A(L)-.5*A(L-1) 
670 NEXT I 
680 NEXT J 
690 F:Et.,.·J MULT. nTH COEFF BY 2··"·n 
700 FOF: I =O TO N STEP 1 
710 ACI)=A<I>t2~r 
720 NEXT I 
/ . .::.1._.1 REM CHECK FOP ZEF~O AT Z = -1 
740 JMP=O @ V=N+l 
750 IF A(t»J)#O THEN 830 
760 FOF~ J=N TO 1 STEP -1 
770 IF A ( J) #0 THEN JMF'=--: 1 
780 IF JMP=l THEN 810 
790 V=J 
snn F:ZEF:OS ( J) =SC!F: (I NF / 1. 3) I~' x ZEF:OS ( J) =O 
BlO NEXT J 
tl20 F:EM BEG I 1\1 MULLEF: I TEF:AT IONS 
830 FOF: I= :l. TO N STEP 1 
840 ~::: OUNT=O 
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8~i0 RE1··1 E\.IP1LUATE FUNCTION AT :3 F'O I NTS 
8 6 0 F: Z E F~ 0 = F: Z E F: 0 S ( I ) 1~1 >: Z E F: 0 = X Z EF: 0 S ( I ) 
fl70 IF I>= t../ THEN 1670 
880 S2PR=RZER0-.5 @ S2PI=XZERO 
890 XR=S2PR @ XI=S2PI 
900 GOSUB 1820 
910 F2PR=DFR @ F2Pl=DFI 
920 S 1 PF:=RZEF:O+. 5 1:f1 S 1 PI =X ZEF:O 
930 XR=S1PR @ XI=S1PI 
940 GOSUB 1820 
950 F1PR=DFR @ F1Pl=DFI 
960 XR=RZERO @ XI=XZERO 
970 C30SUB 1820 
980 REM SOLVE FOR APPROXIMATE ROOT 
990 AR=S2PR-RZERO @ AI=S2PI-XZERO 
1000 BR=SlPR-RZERO @ BI=SiPI-XZERO 
1010 AMBR=S2PR-S1PR @ AMBI=S2PI-S1PI 
1020 DF1R=F1PR-DFR ~ DF1I=F1PI-DFI 
10:30 DF2F~=F:2PH-DFR (f' DF2l=F2F'1--DF l 
1040 ABR=AR*BR-AI*BI @ ABI=AR*BI+AI%BR 
1050 DENR=ABR*AMBR-ABI*AMBI 
1060 DENI=ABR*AMBI+ABI*AMBR 
1070 CR=BR*DF2R-BI*DF2I @ CI=BR*DF2I+BI*DF2R 
1080 DR=AR*DF1R-AI*DF1I @ DI=AR#DF1I+AI*DF1R 
1090 AHNR=CR-DR @ AHNI=Cl-DI 
1100 MOD2=DENRtDENR+DENitDENI 
1110 AHATR=CAHNR*DENR+AHNI*DENI)/MOD2 
1120 AHATI=<AHNI*DENR-AHNR*DENI>IMOD2 
1130 TR=AR*DR-AI*DI @ TI=AR*DI+AI*DR 
1140 UR=BR*CR-BI*CI @ UI=BR*CI+BitCR 
1150 BHNR=TR-UR @ BHNI=TI-UI 
1160 BHATR=CBHNR*DENR+BHNI*DENI>IMOD2 
1170 BHATI=CBHNI*DENR-BHNI*DENI>IMOD2 
1180 R4AC=4tCAHATR*DFR-AHATitDFl) 
1190 X4AC=4*(AHATR*DFI+AHATI*DFR> 
1200 F~BSQ=Elf·-iP1TF::t:BHATF~-f!HAT I *BHAT I 
1210 XBSD=BHATF~:t:BHAT I +BHATF:*BH1:;T I 
12:20 TF~=F:BSQ-FAAC 1~1 T I=XBSQ-X4AC 
1230 F:El"'"i FI ND COMPLEX SC!UAF:E F~OOT 
1240 IF TR+TI=O THEN SQRTR=O @ SQRTI=O @ GOTO 1330 
1250 IF TR>= 0 THEN 1310 
1260 
1270 
1 ~280 
129() 
1300 
1310 
1320 
S=SGN (TI) 
IF S=O THEN S=l 
SQRTI=S*SOR ((SQR <TRtTR+Tl*TI>-TR)/2) 
SQRTR=TI/C2*SQRTI> 
GOTD 1 :330 
SC!F:Tl:;:=S.DF~: ( ( SQR ( TFO+:TF:+T I ::tcr I) +TR) / 2) 
SQRTI=Tl/(2lSQRTR) 
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13~.:::o TEST=BHt-YTF:*Sonn:;:+BHAT I it:SUF:T I 
1 ::;40 IF TEST >O THEN l. 360 
1350 DENR=BHATR-SQRTR @ DENI=BHATI-SQRTI @ GOTO 137 0 
1360 DENR=BHATF:+soi::::TR (f1 DEN I =BHAT I +SC!F:T I 
1370 l".IUD2=DENF:;t<:DENR+DEH I ;ii:DEN I 
1 ::;so IF MUD2< = 0 THEN DENR= 1 1~1 DEf\I I =O 1:f1 MCID:'2= 1 
1390 DHATR=-(2#<DFR*DENR+DFI*DENI)/MOD2) 
1 4 0 0 DH AT I = ·- ( 2 * ( DF I :+:DEN F: - DF F: l DEN I ) / M Ci D 2 ) 
1410 F2PR=F1PR @ F2PI=F1PI 
1420 F!PR=DFR e F1PI=DFI 
1430 ~32PF~:=:3 l F-=·F: !:!!1 S2P I =S 1 PI 
1440 SlPR=RZERO & SlPI=XZERO 
14~50 i=:~zEF:O=F:ZEF:O+DHP1TF: l:f' x ZEF:O=X ZE1:::o+DHP1T I 
1 4 6 o D r s P 11 F: z E F: o = 11 ; R z E Fm ; " x z E F: o = 11 ; x z ER ci 
1470 KOUNT=KOUNT+i 
1480 IF KOUNT>60 THEN STOP 
1490 XR=RZERO @ XI=XZERO 
1500 GOSUB 1820 
1 5 1 0 D I s p I ; 11 D FF: ( I ) = II ; D FF: ; II D F I = II ; D F I 
1520 REM CHECK CONVERGENCE 
1530 MODX=SQR <RZERO#RZERO+XZERO*XZERO> 
1540 MODD=SC!F'. ( DHP1TF::¥:DHATF:;:+DHATI :f:DHAT I) 
l 550 IF MODD<. 00000001 t:MOD>~ THEN 1650 
1560 MAGF=SQR CFR*FR+FltFI> 
1570 IF MAGF<.00000001 THEN 1650 
1580 MAGF1=SQR CF1PR*F1PR+F1PI*F1PI> 
1590 IF MAGF<10*MAGF1 THEN 990 
1600 REM ALTER APPROXIMATION IF DIVERGING 
1610 DHATR=DHATR/2 ~ DHATI=DHATI/2 
1620 RZERO=RZERO-DHATR @ XZERO=XZERO-DHATI 
:!. 630 GOTO 14'=?0 
1640 REM SAVE CALCULATED ROOT 
1650 RZEROSCI>=RZERD ~ XZEROSCI>=XZERO 
1660 F:EM TF~ANSLATE BP·.Ck TD Z PLAl\IE 
l 670 llJ2=X ZERD»: >< ZEF:O 
1680 R2=RZERD*RZERO 
J. 6c?o DEN=H:·2+L·1J2+ 1-:~}f:RZEF;.:o 
1 700 ZF~:= ( 1-- ( R2+vJ2 > ) /DEN 
:I. 7 l 0 Z I = :~ * X Z E F: CJ/DE l\I 
1 7 2 0 D I s p 11 ·- - -- - - z F~ -· - * II ; z F~ 
17~50 Dl~3P 1 '------ZI--:+: '';ZI 
1740 MOVE Zf~~ZI 
l 7~"50 LABEL II* II 
1760 IF JMP=l THEN RZEROSCI>=O 
1770 NEXT I 
l 780 K=t:::+DI< 
l 790 IF I<< t<F THEN 480 ELSE END 
27 
1800 F:El"'I SUBl::;:(]LIT I NI=: FDF: EVf.'1LUAT I NC3 F'OL 'Yl··jOM I PrLS 
18 l 0 F:EM t.iJ I TH COMP LE:< P1F;:GUMENTS 
1820 C 1 =O (~1 C2==C• 
1830 FOR J=N TO 0 STEP -1 
1840 CO=Cl @ C1=C2 
1850 T=CXR*XR+Xl*XI>*CO 
1860 C2=A(J)+2*XR*C1-T 
1.870 NEXT J 
1880 DFR=A<O>+XR*Cl-T ~ DFI=Xl#Cl 
1890 FR=DFR @ FI=DFI 
1900 REM CARRY OUT IMPLICIT DEFLATION 
1910 IF 1<2 THEN RETURN 
1G?n FOR J=I-1 TO 1 STEP -1 
1930 DIFR=XR-RZEROSCJ) @ DIFI=XI-XZEROS(J) 
1940 MOD2=DIFR*DIFR+DIFI*DIFI 
1950 REM CHECK FOR DOUBLE ROOT 
1960 IF MOD2=0 THEN 2030 
1970 TRF=DFR @ TIF=DFI 
1980 DFR~<TRFtDIFR+TIFtDIFI>IMOD2 
l c;;qn DF I= (TI F::f.D I FF: ·-D IF I *TF:F) /MUD2 
2000 l\IEXT J 
2010 F:ETUF:N 
2020 E!\ID 
2 0 3 0 F: Z E F: 0 S ( I ) = 1 • 0 0 1 ::ti: F: Z E F: 0 t:~· X Z E F: 0 S ( I ) = l • 0 0 1 l X Z ER 0 
2 ()~. () F:ETLJRf·.J 
:2 0 50 END 
An example to illustrate the program operation with 
z2 + 3.853z + 0.92751 
G(z} = z3 - 2.856066843z 2 + 2.716774819z - 0.8607976 
was run, and the complete output listing follows. 
28 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE PLOTTER SCALE (Y/N)? 
!\l 
CJF~DEF< CiF h!UMEF:t~ TtJi:;: ~ !\! ( z ) !' ·- .··::· 
fi( 0 ) = 
() .. Cf :2 -;· 5 1 
f! ( l ) -- .. ~ ... 
B ( :2 ) ·- .. ) 
1 
UF:DEF: DF DEhlDM I i\~ATOF: , D ( z) , ·- ? 
.. ) 
-C>. 86()/(J/'=?7 l:; 
A< 1 ) = ? 
2.716774819 
A( :2 ) = ? 
p,( 3 ) = ? 
l 
STARTING GAIN, k, - ~ 
DELTA k = .. ? 
. ()5 
29 
30 
z PLANE ROOT LOCUS PLOT 
lM (Z) 
2. 0 
1. 5 
1. 0 
/ 
/ 
. 5 I 
0. 0 RE <Z) 
-. 5 
-1. 0 
-1. 5 
-2. 0 
0 lf1 Cl t.n Cl ll1 Cl Lr> Cl 
rJ __. ..... I d ....: _: rJ 
I I I 
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